
PAC MEMBER CAR STORY

It Only Took Fifty Years
By Carl and Joann Copeland

1937 Chevys have been at the top of my “wish list” since I was a small
boy back in South Carolina.  One of my father’s old Army buddies had a
1937 Chevy coupe sitting in his backyard.  When we went to visit, my
father and his friend would be inside, no doubt enjoying a sip or two of
good ole Carolina moonshine.

I would go to the Chevy, climb in, and practice driving.  It didn’t run
anymore, and it looked to have been sitting there for quite some time.  I
always admired that car with the graceful curves and flow of those big
fenders and the beautiful (to me) chrome grille.  That big steering wheel,
wood grain dash and long shift lever made a lasting impression on me.

All through the years I kept thinking about 1937 Chevy coupes, and one day I hoped to own one, hence the
reference to fifty years in the title.

It would be a really neat story if I could say that our yellow ’37 Chevy street rod is the very same coupe I found
in that back yard all those years ago, but alas, it is not.  I’m pretty sure that one went to the junkyard decades
ago.  Over the years, I always had that desire to someday own a ’37.  Then in early 2002 we found this one,
which we call “Tweety,” in Rochester, MN.  To get it home, we made arrangements through a Bismarck friend
to rent an enclosed trailer on the way to Rochester.  We left Bismarck in the middle of a late April storm.  The
roads in ND were in terrible shape and coated with ice and snow.  We were thinking that it would be a real joy
pulling a loaded trailer through this mess; but by the time we got to the trailer store in MN, we had driven out
of the storm and into sunshine and dry roads.  The weather was great for the rest of the trip.  As we were
sitting in the Chevy owner’s kitchen doing the paperwork, another prospective buyer who had looked at the
car before we did called and was ready to buy.  Sorry, guy, you waited a little too long.

Tweety is a typical street rod.  Powered by a Chevy 350 V8, it
has a Nova rear axle, Jeep Cherokee steering column, Toyota
bucket seats, and Mustang II front suspension and brakes.  I
tell people that it is a 1937 Hybrid!  Although it was a finished
car when we brought it home, I have done lots of work on it.

I installed a new engine, rebuilt the brakes, front suspension
and steering, partially rewired it, rebuilt the rear axle, and lots
of other miscellaneous repairs/updates.  We drive it
everywhere, and the only time we trailered it was to bring it
home from MN.  We have put close to 45K miles on it; and

since we have owned it, it’s wearing the third set of tires and second set of custom wheels.  It is a fun car to
drive; and, although we have had several offers to buy it, I don’t anticipate ever selling it.

Note:  We would LOVE to hear your ‘car story’ … please submit your story to Don Roloff at rolnon@bis.midco.net
and we will publish it in the newsletter as soon as we are able!
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